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Section A
Answer one question from this section on the Answer Booklet/A4 paper provided.

1

Fig. 1 gives details about a bowl, made from sheet copper, which is to be produced in a school
workshop.

part A

part B

R150

15

completed bowl

Ø50

part B

100
part A marked out on copper sheet
Fig. 1
(a) State two properties of copper.

[2]

(b) Use notes and sketches to describe:
(i)

how part A could be marked out, cut out and the edges of the copper sheet smoothed;
[6]

(ii)

how part A could be annealed and then formed into the required shape;

[6]

(iii)

how parts A and B could be soldered together.

[6]

You must give details about the tools, equipment and processes involved and the safety
precautions that have to be undertaken at each stage.
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2

Fig. 2 gives details about a model of a house, made from card, which is to be produced in a school
workshop.

scale 1 : 2

symbol

part A

part B

corner X
Fig. 2
(a) State:
(i)

the type of two dimensional drawing that has been used to draw the house;

[1]

(ii)

the meaning of the symbol.

[1]

(b) Sketch a pictorial (3D) view of the house with corner X nearest to you.

[6]

(c) Use notes and sketches to describe:
(i)

how the one piece development (net) required to make part A could be marked out, cut
out and assembled;
[6]

(ii)

how the one piece development (net) required to make part B could be marked out, cut
out, assembled and joined to part A.
[6]

You must give details about the tools, equipment and processes involved and the safety
precautions that have to be undertaken at each stage.
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3

Fig. 3 gives details about a bicycle storage rack, made from 12 mm thick plywood, which is to be
produced in a school workshop. The rack will be fixed to a wall using two metal brackets.

metal bracket
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metal bracket made from
2 mm thick mild steel sheet
view of storage rack in use
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part C

bicycle storage rack made from 12 mm thick plywood

Fig. 3
(a) Use a sketch and notes to explain how plywood is constructed.

[2]

(b) Use notes and sketches to describe:
(i)

how part A could be marked out, cut out and the edges of the plywood smoothed;

[6]

(ii)

how parts A, B and C could be joined together using countersunk screws.

[6]

(iii)

how the metal bracket could be made.

[6]

You must give details about the tools, equipment and processes involved and the safety
precautions that have to be undertaken at each stage.
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Section B
Answer one question from this section on the Answer Booklet/A4 paper provided.

4

Fig. 4 shows a mould which is used in the injection moulding process.

holes for locating pins

two part mould used for injection moulding
Fig. 4
(a) Explain why the mould is made in two parts.

[2]

(b) Identify and describe two problems with the design of the mould.

[4]

(c) Using notes and sketches, explain how the design of the mould would need to be changed to
overcome the two problems you have identified in (b).
[6]
(d) Discuss why injection moulding is generally used for the mass production of a product rather
than to produce individual products or very small batches of a product.
Your answer should:
(i)

analyse the given situation and identify three relevant issues raised by the question; [3]

(ii)

explain why you consider these issues to be relevant;

[3]

(iii)

contain specific examples/evidence to support your conclusions.

[2]
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5

Fig. 5 gives details about the packaging for a bottle of perfume.

plastic ring
surface decoration

fold in flaps

assembled packaging

development (net)

Fig. 5
(a) Explain the function of the plastic ring.

[2]

(b) Identify and describe two problems with the development (net) of the packaging.

[4]

(c) Using notes and sketches, explain how the development (net) would need to be changed to
overcome the two problems you have identified in (b).
[6]
(d) Discuss the reasons why products are packaged.
Your answer should:
(i)

analyse the given situation and identify three relevant issues raised by the question; [3]

(ii)

explain why you consider these issues to be relevant;

[3]

(iii)

contain specific examples/evidence to support your conclusions.

[2]
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Fig. 6 gives details about a mechanical toy made from wood.

person moves
up and down

nail

handle

disc with hole
through its centre

Fig. 6
(a) Name the two types of motion that are produced when the mechanical toy is operated.

[2]

(b) Identify and describe:
(i)

one problem related to the quality of the mechanical toy’s design;

[2]

(ii)

one problem related to the quality of the mechanical toy’s manufacture.

[2]

(c) Using notes and sketches, explain how the two problems you have identified in (b) could be
overcome.
[6]
(d) Discuss the relationship between the quality of a product’s design and the quality of its
manufacture.
Your answer should:
(i)

analyse the given situation and identify three relevant issues raised by the question; [3]

(ii)

explain why you consider these issues to be relevant;

[3]

(iii)

contain specific examples/evidence to support your conclusions.

[2]
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Section C
Answer one question from this section on the plain A3 paper provided.

You are provided with two sheets of plain A3 paper. You should use both sides of the paper. Each of
the four parts (a) – (d) of the question you choose to answer should take up one side of paper.
When you are asked to develop a design you must show, using notes and sketches, the development
and evaluation of a range of ideas into a single solution. The design proposal should be annotated to
give details about materials, joining methods and important sizes.

7

Fig. 7 shows an incomplete idea for a cart which will hold two children and be pulled along by an
adult.
seats and sides required

wheels

overall size of cart

length (without handle) 800
width 400
height (without sides) 250

Fig. 7
(a) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for the top section of the cart. The design must
include seating for two children and sides to prevent children falling from the cart.
[20]
(b) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for the wheels. The design must include a
method of attaching the wheels to the cart.
[20]
(c) Using notes and sketches, develop a design which allows the cart to be pulled and steered.
[20]
(d) Produce a pictorial rendered drawing of the complete cart which shows all of the features that
you have designed in (a) – (c).
[20]
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8

Fig. 8 shows an incomplete idea for a point of sale display stand which will be used to promote a
smartphone.
Most of the design will be made from card.

250

smartphone
size 115 = 60 = 10

25
0

100

leaflet size 210 = 100

0
10

Fig. 8
(a) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for a holder for a smartphone. The design must
enable the holder to hook over the top of the display stand and allow most of the front of the
smartphone to be visible.
[20]
(b) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for a leaflet holder made from card. The design
must enable the leaflet holder to be attached to the display stand without the use of glue or
other additional materials.
[20]
(c) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for the lettering to go on the display stand. The
company’s slogan is ‘Our phones let you speak to the world’ and the lettering should be in
a style that reflects the slogan.
[20]
(d) Produce a pictorial rendered drawing of the complete point of sale display stand which shows
all of the features that you have designed in (a) – (c).
Do not include the smartphone or the leaflet in your drawing.
[20]
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9

Fig. 9 shows an incomplete idea for a storage unit to hold twelve sets of the drawing equipment
which is illustrated.
drawing equipment

protractor 100 =55
eraser 40 = 15
set square 210 = 120
unit will hold 12
pull out trays
pencil sharpener 30 =15
set square 165 = 165

compass 110 =15

rule 310 = 30
0
28

35
0
2 pencils 165 = 8

tray
drawings are not to scale

Fig. 9
(a) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for a unit which will hold twelve pull out trays.
The design must include a feature which enables individual trays to slide in and out of the
unit.
[20]
(b) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for a tray to hold one set of drawing equipment.
The design must include a handle.
[20]
(c) Using notes and sketches, develop a design for the interior of the tray which will prevent
individual items of drawing equipment moving when the tray is being carried.
[20]
(d) Produce a pictorial rendered drawing of the complete storage unit which shows all of the
features that you have designed in (a) – (c).
One of the trays should be shown removed from the unit. Do not include the drawing
equipment in your drawing.
[20]
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